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Figure 1: We compute 3D Voronoi diagrams of 10 million points restricted to a mesh in 300 ms on the GPU (Nvidia V100).

Abstract
We propose a method to simultaneously decompose a 3D object into power diagram cells and to integrate given functions in each of the obtained simple regions. We offer a novel, highly parallel algorithm that lends itself to an efficient GPU implementation. It is optimized for algorithms that need to compute many decompositions, for instance, centroidal Voronoi tessellation algorithms and incompressible fluid dynamics simulations.

We propose an efficient solution that directly evaluates the integrals over every cell without computing the power diagram explicitly and without intersecting it with a tetrahedralization of the domain. Most computations are performed on the fly, without storing the power diagram. We manipulate a triangulation of the boundary of the domain (instead of tetrahedralizing the domain) to speed up the process. Moreover, the cells are treated independently one from another, making it possible to trivially scale up on a parallel architecture.

Despite recent Voronoi diagram generation methods optimized for the GPU, computing integrals over restricted power diagrams still poses significant challenges; the restriction to a complex simulation domain is difficult and likely to be slow. It is not trivial to determine when a cell of a power diagram is completely computed, and the resulting integrals (e.g. the weighted Laplacian operator matrix) do not fit into fast (shared) GPU memory. We address all these issues and boost the performance of the state-of-the-art algorithms by a factor 2 to 3 for (unrestricted) Voronoi diagrams and a ×50 speed-up with respect to CPU implementations for restricted power diagrams. An essential ingredient to achieve this is our new scheduling strategy that allows us to treat each Voronoi/power diagram cell with optimal settings and to benefit from the fast memory.

CCS Concepts
• Theory of computation → Computational geometry; • Computing methodologies → Parallel algorithms;

Introduction
When numerical optimizations involve complex geometric objects, it is often necessary to discretize them. Voronoi diagrams are interesting for this purpose as tools to discretize geometric objects because they are controlled by a set of points (seeds). They can be exploited, for instance, to simulate diffusion processes (Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations/Lloyd) [Wan17], or to model random yet well-distributed foams [MDL16].
Power diagrams generalize Voronoi diagrams by adding a weight to each seed which allows to control the (relative) scale of each cell. Another advantage of the power diagram is its link with optimal transport: given a set of seeds and a domain \( \Omega \), there exists a set of weights such that the map that associates each seed to its power cell restricted to \( \Omega \) is the optimal transport between the seeds and \( \Omega \). This property was exploited to generate blue noise [dGBOD12, XLC+16] and more recently to enforce incompressibility in fluid dynamics [dGWH+15a, GM17].

In those applications, the Voronoi/power diagrams are constructed only to compute integrals: CVT requires the volume and the barycenter of Voronoi cells and optimal transport additionally needs to support power diagrams and to compute the weighted Laplacian operator matrix [dGBOD12]. Computing those values is often a bottleneck because they are needed inside a critical loop of the optimization process. We improve the performance by more than an order of magnitude with respect to equivalent solutions by directly computing those integrals on the GPU.

**Previous work**
Computing Delaunay triangulation (or Voronoi diagram) is a fundamental task in computational geometry. In most cases, it is done by an extension of the Bowyer-Watson algorithm [Bow81, Wat81]. However, when the seed distribution is homogeneous, it is possible to explore alternative solutions that are easier to implement in parallel.

**Extensions of the Bowyer-Watson algorithm:**
Most algorithms extend the classical Bowyer-Watson algorithm [Bow81, Wat81] (point location and cavity re-triangulation) and rely on spatial sorting [ACR03, DD18] to speed-up the point location phase. Parallel implementations are optimized for specific settings. To compute huge meshes, it is possible to split the point set by regions and distribute them on a cluster [Ryc09, ND03, AR95, DCS99, Gon16]. When the mesh fits into the memory of a single computer, multi-core processors with tens of threads can edit the mesh simultaneously with a reasonable proportion of conflicts [The18, BMPS10, Inr18, Rem17, MPR18]. GPU implementation can be derived directly from CPU strategies [CNGT14, Cao14], but concurrent editing of a global mesh data structure does not scale-up very well for high number of threads and in particular does not reach high efficiency on modern GPU architectures.

**Computing each Voronoi cell independently**
A different approach is to compute each Voronoi cell independently as the intersection of a set of half-spaces. For a seed \( S_i \), we know that all points closer to another seed \( S_j \) than to \( S_i \) do not belong to the cell. This set is defined by an half-space \( ax + by + cz + d > 0 \) where \( ax + by + cz + d = 0 \) is the bisection \( S_i S_j \). From this observation, we can define the Voronoi cell \( C_i \) as the intersections of the corresponding half-spaces.

Like the Voronoi diagram, the power diagram, also called a Laguerre–Voronoi diagram, is generated by a set of points; however, unlike the Voronoi diagram, these points are weighted, with the weights influencing the size of the cells. The power diagram is a form of generalized Voronoi diagram, and coincides with the Voronoi diagram in the case of equal weights. Like for the Voronoi diagrams, the cells of a power diagram are convex polytopes and can also be seen as the intersection of half-spaces; the only difference is that these half-spaces are not generated by bisectors, but by hyperplanes (refer to Fig. 2).

**N.B.:** note that while cells of a power diagram are convex polytopes, their restriction to a domain is not necessarily convex. Moreover, a restriction of a cell to a domain can even have multiple connected components, thus a special care must be taken to compute the integrals correctly.

To compute (unrestricted) Voronoi cells using this definition, each cell is initialized as the full space, then is iteratively clipped by half-spaces generated by the other seeds. Fortunately, it is not necessary to visit all the other seeds. To do so, we visit the seeds in order of distance to the current seed. Prior to every clipping, we compute the minimum radius of a ball centered on the seed point and containing the cell. If the distance from the seed to the currently considered neighbor is greater than twice the radius, then the bisection does not clip the cell and we can stop the process. This condition is referred to as the security radius criterion [LB13].

This approach is easy to parallelize, and it outperforms the extensions of the Bowyer-Watson algorithm in certain cases (when the point set has a homogeneous distribution). The implementation of VORO++ [Ryc09] exploits the versatility of CPU to deal with its dynamic combinatorial data structure. For a GPU implementation, it is better to focus on a more compact data structure [RSLL18]. Restriction of this latter algorithm to a tetrahedral mesh was recently done [LY19, LMGY20] by considering the intersection of each Voronoi cell with each nearby tetrahedron. The choice of the tetrahedra to intersect with the current Voronoi cell is a complex one; the authors chose a heuristic based on their respective barycenters, leading to problematic computational errors. Our algorithm is exhaustive and does not miss pairs of primitives to intersect, thus avoiding these errors. We avoid tetrahedralization of the domain (it
is defined as a triangulated surface), what allows us to gain a $\times 100$ speed-up with respect to [LMGY20]. We also outperform CPU implementations for the specific case of homogeneously distributed seeds.

Note that there also exists a GPU implementation for 2D restricted Voronoi diagrams [FRWW14], but it is restricted to a triangulated domain (not a volume). Their restriction makes it possible to directly clip each triangle of the domain without explicitly computing the Voronoi cells.

**Contributions**

The proposed algorithm improves performances over the state of the art:

- We obtain a $\times 2–3$ speed-up of [RSLL18]’s algorithm, thanks to our new scheduling strategy for unrestricted Voronoi diagrams.
- Our algorithm is more than 100 times faster than [LMGY20]’s GPU algorithm for integrating over a constrained domain, thanks to directly evaluating integrals over the domain, instead of intersecting cells with a tetrahedral mesh.

Moreover, it has the following features:

- The simulation domain is bounded by a triangulated surface.
- It supports large and irregular point set distributions (like white noise) while consuming less memory than previous work.
- Power diagrams are supported, albeit with some limitations on weight distribution corresponding to our observations on the simulation of incompressible fluids.
- New integrals are supported: for example, the weighted Laplacian operator that is required for semi-discrete optimal transport and fluid simulations.

1. Overview

Our algorithm (Alg. 1) takes as an input a set of weighted seeds (3D points and weights) and a domain defined by a triangulated surface delimiting its boundary. The output is a set of integrals computed over the 3D power diagram restricted by the domain. In our experiments, we have tested the integrals necessary for Lloyd’s algorithm and power particles fluid simulation [dGWH15a]; these are the volumes and the barycenters of the restricted power diagram cells, as well as the weighted Laplacian operator matrix necessary to compute a semi-discrete optimal transport.

First we precompute on the GPU an acceleration data structure to speed up local accesses to the domain’s geometry (domain_grid, Alg. 1, line 1). It allows for a very efficient computation of integrals restricted to the domain, as explained in §4. Then we initialize on the GPU the spatial search data structure for the seeds (seed_grid, Alg. 1, line 2). After that, we start evaluating the integrals: we fetch the nearest neighbors of each seed (Alg. 1, line 8), then use them to compute the integrals over the restriction of the cell to the domain (Alg. 1, line 9).

To process all the seeds, we introduce a new scheduling strategy that optimizes both the running time and the GPU memory consumption. The overall scheduling process takes place inside two nested loops:

*The outer loop (Alg. 1, line 4).* The idea is to tune the algorithm differently for each pass: the very first iteration is fast, but fails to integrate over some cells of the power diagram, whereas subsequent iterations are increasingly safer (but slower) to process more complex (but fewer) cases. We place the failed seeds in a stack to process them in a subsequent pass.

More precisely, in our algorithm, a trade-off between the speed and the success rate is given by 3 parameters $K, P, V$ introduced in [RSLL18] and detailed in §6.1. We initialize the parameters according to the seed distribution (and the weights for the power diagram) to process the majority of the seeds in the first pass. Each subsequent iteration increases the parameters $K, P, V$ at each iteration until the integrals of all cells are correctly evaluated. We observed that simply scaling $K, P, V$ by a factor 1.5 at each iteration was efficient in all settings (Fig. 10). Note that it is easier to evaluate the integrals for the cells that do not intersect the domain boundary (§3), than for the cells intersecting the boundary (§4). Running these cases at the same time would force executing diverging branches between threads, which is very inefficient on SIMD architectures like GPUs. Therefore, we split the first pass into two substeps. In the first substep we consider only the cells that are guaranteed to lie entirely inside or outside the domain and the second substep considers the rest of the cells. Note that for the first substep we compute all the cells, but discard those with the bounding box (DomainGrid in Alg. 1, line 1) intersecting the boundary of the domain.

*The inner loop (Alg. 1, line 7).* Computing the integrals over a cell requires first to get the nearest neighbors of the seed, second to construct the cell and to evaluate integrals. While it is possible to execute all steps in the same thread, it is more efficient to pre-compute the nearest neighbors of all seeds in a large array [RSLL18] (Alg. 1, line 8) because more threads can be launched simultaneously without forcing access to slow memory (only shared memory). The construction of the cell and evaluation of integrals are then computed from this array (Alg. 1, line 9).

A drawback of this solution (observed in [RSLL18]) is that the nearest-neighbors array does not fit into memory for some settings. This situation is getting worse with the weighted Laplacian operator matrix that consumes even more memory. Our solution is to process the seeds in batches that always fit into the memory. The number of seeds per batch is determined by the parameter $K$ and the memory available on the GPU (Alg. 1, line 5).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we revisit the nearest neighbors query (§2.1) and Voronoi cell computation (§2.2) as done in [RSLL18]. Then we show how to support power diagrams (§2.3) and compute the weighted Laplacian operator matrix (§3). Then we show how the integrals can be restricted to the simulation domain (§4). Finally, §6 presents performances of our algorithm in representative use cases and discusses the limitations.

2. Unrestricted power diagram computation

In this section we show how to compute unrestricted power diagrams. First we revisit the case of Voronoi diagrams obtained by computing each cell (§2.2) from its neighbor seeds (§2.1). Then we show how to extend it to power diagrams (§2.3).
A V oronoi cell is a convex polyhedron that can be seen as an intersection of a number of halfspaces. To represent a convex polyhedron, we use the data structure introduced in [RSLL18]. The data structure is compact and well-suited for a GPU implementation: it consists of an array of halfspace equations (float4) and an array of triplets of integers representing the polyhedron vertices. Each triplet stores the indices of three halfspace equations incident to the vertex, enumerated in clockwise order.

Following [RSLL18], to compute a Voronoi cell of the seed \( S \), we initialize it as the bounding box of all the seeds. Then, we visit the neighboring seeds and iteratively clip the cell by the corresponding bisector halfspaces. Since the neighbors are sorted by the distance to the seed \( S \), we can stop the clipping process when the security radius criterion is met, i.e. the closest unvisited neighbor is further to \( S \) than twice the maximum distance of cell vertices to \( S \) (then the bisector is guaranteed to not intersect the cell).

The key routine here is the clipping of the convex cell by a halfspace, it can be done in 3 steps (Fig. 4):

1. detect vertices to be removed by simply evaluating the new halfspace equation on each vertex,
2. iteratively remove them from the array of vertices. They are removed in an order that allows to maintain a representation of the hole (Fig. 4–red arrows) produced in the mesh by removing vertices. This representation is a circular list of halfplane indices (stored in an array) such that two consecutive elements define a dangling edge.
3. add the new halfspace equation to the array and add a new vertex for each dangling edge, the new vertex being simply the triplet composed by the new halfspace id and two consecutive halfplane ids in the circular list.

This algorithm is efficient on the GPU because it manipulates static arrays only and the relations between elements are easy to update: they are directly encoded in the representation of the vertices.

### 2.3. Power diagram extension

A power diagram can be computed as an intersection of halfspaces just like a Voronoi diagram. However, the halfspaces are now delimited by the chordal equation [Aur87]: the point \( q \) is on the chordal of seeds \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) with respect weights \( w(S_i) \) and \( w(S_j) \) if \( 2q \cdot (S_j - S_i) = w(S_j) - w(S_i) + ||S_j||^2 - ||S_i||^2 \).

Changing the halfspace equation implies that the security radius criterion is not sufficient anymore to guarantee the correctness of the clipping. In fact, in absence of any priors on the weights, using local computations is not a viable option: for example, a seed with a very high weight can cover the entire domain.

Fortunately, in most applications (e.g., fluid dynamics), power

### 2.2. Convex cells

A Voronoi (power diagram) cell is a convex polyhedron that can be seen as an intersection of a number of halfspaces. To represent a convex polyhedron, we use the data structure introduced in [RSLL18]. The data structure is compact and well-suited for a GPU implementation: it consists of an array of halfspace equations (float4) and an array of triplets of integers representing the polyhedron vertices. Each triplet stores the indices of three halfspace equations incident to the vertex, enumerated in clockwise order.

Following [RSLL18], to compute a Voronoi cell of the seed \( S \), we initialize it as the bounding box of all the seeds. Then, we visit the neighboring seeds and iteratively clip the cell by the corresponding bisector halfspaces. Since the neighbors are sorted by the distance to the seed \( S \), we can stop the clipping process when the security radius criterion is met, i.e. the closest unvisited neighbor is further to \( S \) than twice the maximum distance of cell vertices to \( S \) (then the bisector is guaranteed to not intersect the cell).

The key routine here is the clipping of the convex cell by a halfspace, it can be done in 3 steps (Fig. 4):

1. detect vertices to be removed by simply evaluating the new halfspace equation on each vertex,
2. iteratively remove them from the array of vertices. They are removed in an order that allows to maintain a representation of the hole (Fig. 4–red arrows) produced in the mesh by removing vertices. This representation is a circular list of halfplane indices (stored in an array) such that two consecutive elements defines a dangling edge.
3. add the new halfspace equation to the array and add a new vertex for each dangling edge, the new vertex being simply the triplet composed by the new halfspace id and two consecutive halfplane ids in the circular list.

This algorithm is efficient on the GPU because it manipulates static arrays only and the relations between elements are easy to update: they are directly encoded in the representation of the vertices.

### 2.3. Power diagram extension

A power diagram can be computed as an intersection of halfspaces just like a Voronoi diagram. However, the halfspaces are now delimited by the chordal equation [Aur87]: the point \( q \) is on the chordal of seeds \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) with respect weights \( w(S_i) \) and \( w(S_j) \) if \( 2q \cdot (S_j - S_i) = w(S_j) - w(S_i) + ||S_j||^2 - ||S_i||^2 \).

Changing the halfspace equation implies that the security radius criterion is not sufficient anymore to guarantee the correctness of the clipping. In fact, in absence of any priors on the weights, using local computations is not a viable option: for example, a seed with a very high weight can cover the entire domain.

Fortunately, in most applications (e.g., fluid dynamics), power


**Figure 4:** Clipping a convex polyhedron (in gray) by a halfspace delimited by a plane (in blue). The clipping is done in three steps. First we detect the vertices to be removed (a and b). Then we iteratively remove the vertices, thus creating a hole with dangling edges: we remove the vertex a and and initialize the hole boundary (red arrows) as the dual of the dangling edges. Then we remove the vertex b and update the boundary of the hole accordingly. Finally, we create the new facet and generate vertices for each dangling edge (in orange).

Diagrams are often very similar to Voronoi diagrams, with this extra degree of freedom (the seed weights) that allows to translate the cells or adjust the volume of some cells. In both cases, the weights of neighboring seeds are very similar. To formalize this prior, we can assume that two seeds of neighboring seeds are very similar. To formalize this prior, we can assume that two seeds $S_0, S_1$ of weights $w_0, w_1$ are such that $\|w_0 - w_1\| < 2\|S_0 S_1\|$. Under this assumption, adding $\varepsilon$ to our security radius guarantees that the cell is completely computed.

Once the result is computed, we can check that $\varepsilon$ is large enough by a simple volume comparison. If a cell was computed without taking into account a neighbor that should have participated, its volume will be too large. This allows to detect that $\varepsilon$ is too low when the sum of the cell volumes is greater than the volume of $\Omega$ §6.3.

In our experiments on fluid simulation, setting $\varepsilon$ to 0.2 times the security radius was sufficient to always succeed in computing all cells.

3. Integration over unrestricted cells

The previous section shows how to compute an unrestricted power diagram cell-by-cell. In this section, we recall how integrals Ray et al. evaluate the integrals. The principle is to compute the integral on each cell by a signed sum integrals over tetrahedra [LK84], where tetrahedra are obtained by orthogonal projections as in [MMD11].

Let us say we have a function $f(x) : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ and for the cell $C$ we want to compute the integral $\int_C f dV$. The main idea is to decompose the polyhedron $C$ into a set of tetrahedra $\mathcal{V}(C)$ and to evaluate the integral for each tetrahedron. The difficulty lies in the fact that the lightweight data structure used to represent the polyhedron does not allow for an efficient inference of connectivity between the edges and the faces. Fortunately, since we are not interested in the connectivity, but only in integrals over the cell, there is a way to compute them efficiently.

Assume that we split the polyhedron into pyramids having a cell face as the base and the seed $S$ as the tip, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This pyramid can in turn be decomposed into a set of tetrahedra by creating a tet per edge $V_i V_{i+1}$ of the base of the pyramid. In this case, the tetrahedron vertices are the edge vertices $V_i$ and $V_{i+1}$, the seed $S$ and its orthogonal projection $H$ on the base of the pyramid.

With this approach, the problem of the connectivity still persists: we need to know that $V_i V_{i+1}$ is an edge. There is a way to circumvent the problem: if we introduce $I$, the orthogonal projection of the seed onto the edge $V_i V_{i+1}$; then the tetrahedron $(V_i, V_{i+1}, H, S)$ can be seen as a composition of two tetrahedra $(V_i, I, H, S)$ and $(I, V_{i+1}, H, S)$.

In this way, we can compute a decomposition $\mathcal{V}(C)$ without restoring the connectivity: for each vertex of the polyhedron we issue six tetrahedra. To compute the tetrahedra we only need to know the seed $S$ and three plane equations incident to the vertex. This is not the minimal decomposition, but it can be generated directly from our lightweight data structure. Note that the orthogonal projections $H$ and $I$ can lie outside the pyramid’s base and the corresponding edge, but signed volumes balance each other.

Thus, having the decomposition $\mathcal{V}(C)$, the integral can be computed as follows:

$$\int_C f dV = \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}(C)} \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(v)) \int_v f dV,$$

where $\text{vol}(v)$ is the signed volume of the tetrahedron $v$. This is a
direct consequence of the divergence theorem applied to a radial vector field centered at \( \mathbf{S} \). For example, if \( f \equiv 1 \), i.e. we want to compute the volume of the cell, we can take the field equal to \( \mathbf{S} \mathbf{P} / 6 \) at point \( P \). Indeed, the signed volume of \( v \) is equal to the flux of this field throw the triangle of \( v \) that is opposite to \( S \).

In Section 5, we detail the evaluation of the integrals needed for Lloyd’s algorithm and fluid simulation: the cell’s barycenter and volume and the area of the frontier between two cells.

4. Integrate over restricted cells

In the previous section we have shown how to integrate a function \( f \) over the intersection of a polyhedron \( C \) (the power diagram cell) and the bounding box of the pointset. Now, we are interested in more complex simulation domains: we want to replace the bounding box by a domain \( \Omega \) represented by its triangulated boundary. The problem is to integrate the function \( f \) over the domain \( \Omega \cap C \).

We want to do this without changing our base framework, which computes the integral within regions defined as the intersections of half-spaces. The difficulty is how to define such half-spaces from an arbitrary enclosing surface mesh. To achieve this, we propose a decomposition exploiting signed integrals that combine and cancel out to provide the correct result.

The section is organized as follows: first we present in §4.1 the idea of our method without any optimization, and then in §4.2 we explain how to speed up the process by performing local computations only.

4.1. Without optimizations

Our goal is to compute the integral of a function \( f \) over the intersection \( C \cap \Omega \), i.e. \( \int f dV \). We want to avoid the direct computation of \( \Omega \cap C \), so first let us study how to compute the integral \( \int f dV \).

The domain \( \Omega \) is represented by a triangulated surface \( \partial \Omega \); let us choose an arbitrary point \( O \) and define a set of tetrahedra \( U \) as follows: each triangle of \( \partial \Omega \) creates a tetrahedron defined by three points of the triangle and the point \( O \).

Using the same argument as for Eq. (1), we can write the integral as follows:

\[
\int f dV = \sum_{u \in U} \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) \int f dV.
\]

This decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 6, where we compute the total volume of the bunny as the sum of volumes of blue tetrahedra (\( \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) > 0 \)) generated by triangles in \( \partial \Omega_u \) minus the sum of the (unsigned) volumes of red tetrahedra (\( \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) < 0 \)) generated by \( \partial \Omega_u \) (red).

This decomposition of \( \Omega \) can also be used to integrate over the intersection \( C \cap \Omega \):

\[
\int f dV = \sum_{u \in U} \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) \int f dV.
\]

Note that all the tetrahedra \( u \in U \) are convex polyhedrons, therefore, it is straightforward to compute the intersection \( C \cap u \); it simply means 4 halfspace intersections to add to the clipping procedure described in §2.2, and the integral itself can be computed with the Eq. (1):

\[
\int f dV = \sum_{u \in U} \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) \int f dV. \quad (2)
\]

While the Eq. (2) allows us to compute the integral over the restricted convex cell \( \Omega \cap C \) with the aid of the set of tetrahedra \( U \), it is often computationally heavy. The simulation domain \( \Omega \) is typically defined by thousands of triangles, making it impractical to intersect each power diagram cell with all the tetrahedra in \( U \). The main idea of the optimization is to early discard the empty cells \( C \cap u \) in the Eq. (3). The problem is that the set \( U \) does not allow us for a trivial detection.

To this end, we introduce a modified set \( U' \). If we consider the cone of tip \( O \not\in \Omega \) that would be split in two regions by the triangle \( t \in \partial \Omega \): the tet \( u \in U \) was the first half that contains \( O \), and now we consider the other (infinite) half \( u \in U' \).

It may be less intuitive to work with \( U' \) than with \( U \), but they share the key property: any point (in general position) outside the domain \( \Omega \) belongs to an even number of polytopes (where integrals
cancel each other), whereas points inside the domain belong to an odd number of polytopes contributing to the integral.

Fig. 7 illustrates the volume computation \( (f \equiv 1) \) with the set \( \mathcal{U}' \). The total volume of the bunny is equal to the signed sum of volumes of truncated cones \( u \) generated by the point \( O \) and the triangles in \( \partial \Omega \).

Thus, we can plug \( \mathcal{U}' \) instead of \( \mathcal{U} \) in the Eq. (2):

\[
\int f \, dV = \sum_{u \in \mathcal{U}'} \text{sgn} (\text{vol}(u)) \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}(\mathcal{U} \cap u)} \text{sgn} (\text{vol}(v)) \int f \, dV. \tag{3}
\]

Note that unbounded truncated cones \( u \in \mathcal{U}' \) have infinite volume, however the sign is well-defined: for a truncated cone \( u \) generated by the triangle \( (t_0, t_1, t_2) \) and the point \( O \) we have \( \text{sgn}(\text{vol}(u)) = -\text{sgn}(\det 3x3(t_0 - O, t_1 - O, t_2 - O)) \). Also note that the Eq. (3) supposes \( O \notin \Omega \); if this is not the case, we need to add the volume of the cell to the result, it is equivalent to creating an infinitesimal hole in \( \Omega \) to exclude \( O \) from it.

From the computational point of view, the polytopes in \( \mathcal{U}' \) are convex and bounded by 4 planes, thus it is straightforward to compute the intersection \( u \cap \mathcal{C} \) for \( u \in \mathcal{U}' \). If used as is, the Eq. (3) does not bring a direct gain over the Eq. (2), however it opens a window for an optimization.

### 4.2. Optimization for complex domains

The main goal of this section is to optimize the computations by doing them locally, i.e. using only the triangles situated near the cell \( \mathcal{C} \). The key element to this optimization is to early discard the empty cells \( \mathcal{C} \cap u \) in the Eq. (3).

To do so, we compute the bounding box \( \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) \) for each cell \( \mathcal{C} \) (not necessarily a tight one). The point \( O \) is chosen to be the minimum coordinate corner of the box and thus the set \( \mathcal{U}' \) is defined per cell. Note that any triangle \( t \in \partial \Omega \) that does not intersect the box \( (t \cap \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) = \emptyset) \) produces a polytope \( u \) that does not intersect the cell \( (u \cap \mathcal{C} = \emptyset) \). Fig. 8 provides an illustration. Therefore, we can compute the Eq. (3) only for the polytopes generated by the triangles intersecting \( \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) \).

In practice, we pre-compute on the GPU the acceleration datastructure \( \text{dg} \leftarrow \text{domain_grid}(\partial \Omega) \) (Alg. 1, line 1). We place the domain \( \Omega \) inside a regular grid of size \( N^3 \). The resolution is chosen to have only few triangles at most intersecting each voxel. For each voxel in the grid we pre-compute the list of the triangles in \( \partial \Omega \) that intersect the voxel, as well as a boolean indicating whether the minimum coordinate corner of the voxel is inside \( \Omega \) or not. We store the data in a compressed row storage matrix and in a vector of boolean values.

With this data structure, we compute integrals over restricted power cells with Alg. 2. First (Alg. 2, line 1), we choose the \( \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) \) to be the minimal bounding box of \( \mathcal{C} \) composed of the voxels of \( \text{dg} \). Next (Alg. 2, lines 2–3), we merge the list of the triangles intersecting \( \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) \) and we set the point \( O \).

If \( O \) belongs to \( \Omega \), we add the integral over \( \mathcal{C} \) to the result. Note that, in our scheduling strategy, the first step of the first pass exits at this point and reports a failure if the list of triangles is not empty.

The rest of the algorithm iterates over each triangle \( t \), clips \( \mathcal{C} \) by the 4 halfspaces that define the truncated cone created by the triangle \( t \) and \( O \), and adds the corresponding integral if the normal of \( t \) points towards \( O \), otherwise subtracts it.

#### Algorithm 2: Integrals over \( \Omega \cap \mathcal{C} \)

**Input:** \( \text{dg} \); // Domain grid  
**Input:** \( \mathcal{C} \); // Power diagram cell  
**Output:** \( I \); // Integrals

1. \( \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C}) \leftarrow \text{dg} \cdot \text{bounding_subgrid}(\mathcal{C}) \);  
2. \( T \leftarrow \bigcup_{(i,j,k) \in \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C})} \text{dg}[i,j,k].\text{triangles} \);  
3. \( O \leftarrow \min_{(i,j,k) \in \text{bbox}(\mathcal{C})} (i,j,k) \);  
4. \( I \leftarrow 0 \);  
5. If \( O \in \Omega \) then \( I \leftarrow \text{integrate}(\mathcal{C}) \);  
6. For \( t \in T \) do
    7. \( C_{\text{clip}} \leftarrow C \cap \text{truncated_cone}(O,t) \);  
    8. \( I \leftarrow I - \text{sgn}(\det 3x3(t_0 - O, t_1 - O, t_2 - O) \times \text{integrate}(C_{\text{clip}})) \);  

The precomputation of the \( \text{domain_grid}(\Omega) \) is only reasonable if we need to compute multiple power diagrams restricted to a static domain, in this case it introduces a small overhead largely compensated by the gain during the integration phase.

Thus, Liu et al. evaluate integrals over each cell/tet intersection with a pruning strategy to reduce unnecessary computations (at the expense of missing some intersections), whereas our algorithm needs to perform clipping for each boundary triangle intersecting a cell (typically zero or one per cell), thus offering a huge gain.

#### 5. Applications

We show how to use our method in two applications: Lloyd’s algorithm and incompressible fluid simulation. Each case requires to evaluate specific integrals.
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5.1. Cell barycenter and volume

For Lloyd’s algorithm, only the barycenter of each cell needs to be computed. It is equal to the integral of the coordinates \( x, y \) and \( z \) over the volume, divided by the volume of the cell. In practice, for each tetrahedron \( v \in V(C_{\text{clip}}) \), we compute its signed volume \( \text{vol}(v) \) and barycenter \( \text{bary}(v) \), and accumulate them on the fly. Then the barycenter of the polyhedron \( C_{\text{clip}} \) is given by:

\[
\text{bary}(C_{\text{clip}}) = \frac{\sum_{v \in V(C_{\text{clip}})} \text{vol}(v) \text{bary}(v)}{\sum_{v \in V(C_{\text{clip}})} \text{vol}(v)}.
\]

The barycenters and the volumes of all polyhedra \( C_{\text{clip}} \) are, in their turn, accumulated on the fly to produce the barycenter and the volume of the cell \( C \) (Alg. 2, line 8).

5.2. Weighted Laplacian operator matrix

Power particles-like fluid simulations [dGWH15b,GM17] enforce incompressibility of the fluid by computing a semi-discrete optimal transport. The integration over a power diagram is the bottleneck of the simulation.

In addition to the cell’s barycenter and volume, semi-discrete optimal transport [dGBOD12,Mer11,Lev15,KMT16,LS18] requires evaluation of the weighted Laplacian operator. To evaluate this matrix, for every pair of adjacent cells, we need the area of the frontier, its barycenter and the distance between the corresponding seeds.

We can represent this information by a sparse matrix, providing all necessary values for each pair of seeds. In order to compute this matrix, we keep track of the neighboring seeds every time we generate a halfspace equation. This requires us to maintain an array of seeds synchronized with the array of halfspace equations. Having the array, once the cell is computed, the distance from the seed to its neighbors is straightforward to compute. Just as before, the decomposition of the cells into tetrahedra allows to compute the area of the frontiers as well as the corresponding barycenters. In practice, the symmetry of the matrix allows to compute only the upper part of the matrix (when the neighbor seed id is larger than the current seed id). The output matrix is stored by a fixed size array of non null coefficient for each seed.

6. Experiments and discussion

The efficiency of our algorithm strongly relies on the regularity of the distribution of seeds and weights. This section is organized as follows. First we explain how we have tuned the algorithm parameters (§6.1). Then we evaluate the performance of our algorithm (§6.2) in different settings, by varying the integration domain, the type of seed distribution and Voronoi diagram / power diagram. Finally, we conclude by presenting the limitations and some possible future improvements (§6.3).

6.1. Parameters tuning

To run the algorithm, we need to choose three parameters; for maximum performance we vary them as a function of priors on data we have:

- The parameter \( K \) is the number of neighbors that are computed for each seed. If \( K \) is large, the running time and the memory consumption increase, but if there are no enough neighbors to reach the security radius, the algorithm fails to compute the cell.
- The parameter \( P \) is the maximum number of halfspaces that intersect a cell during its construction. It affects the memory allowed per thread and therefore the maximum number of threads that can access simultaneously to shared memory.
- The parameter \( V \) is the maximum number of vertices of the cell. It also impacts the memory usage per thread, with the same consequences on performances.

The best situation for our algorithm would be a blue noise with a constant weight per seed (i.e. a Voronoi diagram), but in practice inputs are not always that convenient. For Lloyd’s algorithm, the seed distribution in the first iterations may be a white noise. For fluid simulations, the noise is closer to blue, but the difference of neighbor seed weights requires us to consider larger neighborhoods.

For each situation, the parameters \( K, P, V \) should be tuned for optimal performances. Their values must be large enough to fail only on a small percentage of Voronoi cells, and as low as possible to minimize the time to query all neighbors (with parameter \( K \)) and the memory consumption (for all parameters).

We found our settings by an experimental approach: we run our algorithm with values of \( K, P, V \) that compute all cells without failure and register the required value of \( K, P, V \) for each cell. It gave us a distribution of \( K, P \) and \( V \) for each configuration and we set \( K, P, V \) to succeed in \( \approx 95\% \) of the cells. In practice, \( K \) varies a lot according to the type of seed and weight distribution, but \( P \) and \( V \) are just a bit lower for the blue noise.

Our test cases are using the 3 seed distributions introduced in [RSLL18] (blue noise, white noise and something in-between obtained by a perturbed grid) with 10M seeds. Fig. 9 provides the histograms of \( K, P, V \) for each distribution for both Voronoi diagrams and power diagrams. The weights of the power diagrams were computed to produce the equal volume for all the cells in the diagram.

6.2. Timings

This work extends the state of the art of Voronoi Diagrams computation on the GPU [RSLL18] that assumes a reasonable seed distribution.

Our OpenCL implementation uses 64-bit floating-point numbers. In this article we present experiments performed on an Nvidia Tesla V100 ; note that it can be perfectly done on a consumer range GPU (ex. GTX1080) which does not have rapid double type. On a GTX1080 our choice of 64-bit floating-point numbers roughly doubles the running time w.r.t 32-bit floats, but it reduces drastically (virtually eliminates) the number of CPU fallbacks (when in-sphere predicate fails).

The results are summarized in Fig. 10. We have performed the computations on three datasets (10M seeds) with different types of point distributions (blue noise, perturbed grid, white noise). The
Figure 9: Statistics on 10M Voronoi and 10M power diagram cells. The columns correspond to three datasets generated with the blue noise, perturbed grid and the white noise. Top: the histograms of the distribution of the number of neighbors before reaching the security radius criteria. Middle: maximum number of planes during the clipping of a cell. Bottom: maximum number of vertices during the clipping. Red lines show the parameter values we have chosen for the first pass of the algorithm.
leftmost column provides the performances of [RSLL18] (with 32-bit floating-point); the second column gives the running times of our algorithm without the new features: we have computed Voronoi diagrams without domain restrictions. Our scheduling strategy allows to use better parameters for most cells, resulting in a speedup factor of 2 to 3 according to the type of seed distribution.

The 6 rightmost columns correspond to the Voronoi diagrams restricted to different domains. We observe that adding the restriction introduces a reasonable overhead (typically inferior to 15%). Note that the first pass is performed in two substeps: in the first substep we compute only the cells that are guaranteed to lie entirely inside or outside the domain and the second substep computes the rest of the cells. The bar chart shows the first substep in solid blue and the second substep in hatched blue.

For computing power diagrams we need to increase the security radius, in our experiments we increased it by a factor 1.2 for fluid simulations [dGWH∗15a, GM17]. It may seem like a minor difference, but it basically scales the number of neighbors to consider by 1.2^3 which almost doubles the region where neighbor seeds can participate to a power cell. We observe (Fig. 11) an impact on performances that is proportional to the neighborhood size increment: almost a factor of two. For higher variation of weights, a more complex strategy would be required to avoid crushing the performances.

#### 6.3. Discussion

**Compared to other GPU algorithms.** For computing unrestricted Voronoi diagrams, our algorithm provides a speed up factor of two over [RSLL18] in the worst case. The recent GPU implementation of restricted Voronoi diagrams [LMGY20] processes 60K seeds per second (30K seeds in 0.52 seconds) in the most favorable case. The fact that we work directly with the boundary of the domain allows us to process 4300K seeds per second (10M seeds in 2.31 seconds) in the worst case, with a similar domain restriction. Moreover, our algorithm does not suffer from missing Voronoi cell-tet pairs to intersect, thus providing accurate results.

In addition to that, we provide all the features needed for computing a semi-discrete optimal transport in a domain (power cells, restriction to Ω and new integrals).

**Compared to CPU algorithms.** Our solution is an order of magnitude faster for our use cases. However, we exploit priors on seed distribution and power diagram weights. For a general purpose usage, CPU implementations remain a better option.

On a 3.40GHz, 12 cores Intel i7-6800K CPU a multithreaded Geogram implementation takes 41.9 seconds to compute the power diagram from the Fig. 11, right (against 0.79 seconds on the Tesla V100). 26.6 seconds were spent computing the Laguerre diagram and 15.3 seconds to clip it. CGAL timings are similar.

**Predicate robustness.** This is a common issue in power diagram algorithms. As in [RSLL18], a CPU fallback is always possible. In practice, we observed numerical failures only with 32-bit floating-point and upgrading to 64-bit solved all our problems.
Floating-point integration precision. It might seem that our algorithm fundamentally suffers from what is called “catastrophic cancellation” arising from the sum and subtraction from partitioned volume elements. Indeed, if the point $O$ (refer to Fig. 8) was badly chosen (e.g. the origin), it might be the case. For each cell, we choose the point as the minimum coordinate corner of the bounding box of the cell, thus the point is not far from the cell, greatly improving the precision.

To validate the precision of our results, we have performed a test where we compare our results with the results computed on a CPU. We have computed the volume and the barycenter for each power diagram cell for the dataset shown in Fig. 11. This computation was made directly over the domain. First we recomputed the volume elements. Indeed, if the point $v$ is badly chosen (e.g. the origin), it might be the case. For each cell, we choose the point as the minimum coordinate corner of the bounding box of the cell, thus the point is not far from the cell, greatly improving the precision.

To validate the precision of our results, we have performed a test where we compare our results with the results computed on a CPU. We have computed the volume and the barycenter for each power diagram cell for the dataset shown in Fig. 11. This computation was made directly over the domain. First we recomputed the volume elements. Indeed, if the point $v$ is badly chosen (e.g. the origin), it might be the case. For each cell, we choose the point as the minimum coordinate corner of the bounding box of the cell, thus the point is not far from the cell, greatly improving the precision.

So, we have two sets of double values $\{v_{CPU}^i\}_{i=1}^n$ and $\{v_{GPU}^i\}_{i=1}^n$, that correspond to the volume of non-empty cells computed on the CPU and the GPU respectively, where $n$ stands for the number of non-empty cells. We also have two sets of double values $\{b_{CPU}^i\}_{i=1}^n$ and $\{b_{GPU}^i\}_{i=1}^n$ corresponding to the cell barycenters.

In addition to that, we have computed on the CPU the volume of the domain $V$ (double) and its barycenter $B$ (double3). This computation was made directly over the domain. First we recompute the invariants from the GPU data and we compare the precision:

$$\frac{\sum_i v_{GPU}^i - V}{V} \approx 3 \cdot 10^{-15}$$

Then for each coordinate $c$ we check the difference between both ways to compute the barycenter of the domain:

$$\max_{c \in x,y,z} \left| \frac{\sum_i v_{GPU}^i b_{GPU}^i[c] - B[c]}{B[c]} \right| \approx 3 \cdot 10^{-14}$$

Next we compare two power diagrams. First we compare extreme values of discordance:

$$\max \sum_{c \in x,y,z} \left| \frac{b_{GPU}^i[c] - b_{CPU}^i[c]}{B[c]} \right| \approx 2 \cdot 10^{-6}$$

We terminate the evaluation by computing the average discordance:

$$\max \frac{\sum_{c \in x,y,z} \left| b_{GPU}^i[c] - b_{CPU}^i[c] \right|}{nB[c]} \approx 2 \cdot 10^{-11}$$

Thus, our GPU algorithm offers a fair precision in numerical computation of integrals.

Prior on power diagram weights. To compute power diagram cells, we can ensure that enough neighbors are visited by simply increasing the security radius criteria used for Voronoi cells. This strategy has proven to be efficient for our tests on fluid simulations, but it relies on a strong assumption on bounds of weights variations. Other applications may need heuristics to locally adapt this security radius, or use other strategies according to their own variation of weights.

Note that there is a way to assert the correctness of the power diagram computation. If the security radius criterion does not reflect the variation of weights, it means that some halfspace intersections will be missed. In this case the sum of volumes of the power diagram cells will be greater than the volume of the domain. It is possible to narrow down the problematic zone and increase the security radius locally.

Conclusion

Being able to optimize a mesh by numerical methods opens new perspective to scale up key applications. We have explored the effectiveness of our technique in sampling problems and for solving semi discrete optimal transport. This work makes it possible to evaluate integrals over the volume enclosed by a mesh much faster than equivalent CPU solutions and requires less priors on seed and weight distributions than previous works on GPU.

The source code is available on github: basselin7u/GPU-Restricted-Power-Diagrams.
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